From a Collection of Buildings to an Interconnected Campus

Framework and Vision Plan
Rinker Health Science Campus
Guiding Inspirations and Strategies

Harvard University, Tercentenary Theater
Swarthmore College, Scott Amphitheater
public art and paths at Chapman University

wellness and sustainability
farmers’ market
medicinal herb garden

public art and paths at Chapman University
palm trees and towers at Chapman University
views at Chapman University

promote wellness through designed elements that establish:

identity
color

character
type

utility

create a campus of:

Places
Connections
Active Landscapes
Sustainability

Goals

Our goal is to transform a collection of buildings into an interconnected campus that promotes wellness.

We seek to give users a continuous experience of space and place, and a richly designed environment that operates at the scale and speed of the human, the pedestrian.

Our design connects buildings in a meaningful way, creates integrated circulation paths that accommodate all types of movement, and establishes open spaces that are usable, green, and beautiful.

The re-imagined campus will make a meaningful, positive contribution to the community.
Note: Chapman University property on north side of Jeronimo Road totals 19.5 acres.
Areas of Opportunity:

1. Integrate Rinker Parking Structure into the life of the campus
2. Animate campus circulation
3. Activate relationships between buildings and the spaces of the campus
4. Consider landscape as “programmed” space, and create landscapes that invite and inspire use for a variety of desired activities
West Quad

West Quad - Development of Additional Open Space
West Quad - view from Jeronimo Road
West Quad - view from parking lot looking east to Campanile
West Quad - Study Areas, Solar Umbrellas, Trellises
Parking Count

- Currently there are 422 parking spaces
- Phase 1 - addition of ramp and bridge reduces total parking by 162, to 260 spaces
- Addition of new research building and formation of new “quad” further reduces parking by 191 spaces, to 62 spaces

East Quad - Phase 2 Site Plan
East Quad - Phase 2 view from automobile traveling west on Jeronimo Road
Bendix Wellness Walk - early sketch (top) and “hinge” point at entry to West Campus with new campanile beyond (bottom)
Jeronimo Walk
above: linear landscape and garden rooms
below right: view to main campus entry
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